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It is not certain how

With the onset of deregulation of electri-
cal utilities, it is interesting to speculate what
the future will bring and how it will affect
existing and potential new TES projects.
Let's be realistic. There is no reason to

implement TES if there is not a rate struc-
ture that allows us to reduce energy cost
TES systems save money by reducing
demand cost and using lower-price energy
during off-peak periods.
Certain electric utility companies, in

anticipation of what may be coming, have
developed an experimental rate structure
that charges energy in relation to what it
actually costs the utility on an hourly basis.
Many factors influence the cost of electricity
during the day, so the cost per kWh can vary
considerably on an hourly basis.

real-time pricing (RTP)

and deregulation will

affect thermal energy

storage (TeS) systems.

However, this author
ELECTRIC RATE SCHEDULES
Let's explore the electric rates schedules.

explores the possibilities. • Time-of-use (TOU) rate:
Larger facilities usually purchase electricity

from utilities under some form of time-of-use
rate schedules. A time-of-use rate schedule
basically divides the 24-hr workday into three
periods for four to seven summer months -
on peak, partial peak (mid peak), and off peak.
Some rate schedules have winter on-peak peri-
ods, some only have partial peak periods.
Different rates are charged for each time

period. Also, maximum demand charges are
applied for the on-peak and partial-peak
periods on a monthly basis.
TES takes advantage of reducing demand

charges by shifting electrical load from on-
peak to off-peak periods. The expensive on-
peak demand charge is therefore reduced
and the energy used to produce cooling is
less expensive during the off-peak periods.
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• Real-time pricing:
Real-time pricing (RTP) began in 1985 in

California, designed to investigate customer
responses to changing prices. The program
completed a three-year Demonstration
Phase in 1990 which focused on rate design
and customer equipment. Since then, the
California Public Utility Commission
(CPUC) has approved the continuation and
expansion of the RTP program.

• Daily price schedules:
The utility calculates and transmits the

energy prices for 24 hourly periods to each
participating customer, usually by 1 p.m.
every weekday. The prices are in effect for
the following calendar day(s), midnight to
midnight Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
prices are transmitted on the previous Fri-
day. Holiday prices are transmitted on the
last weekday preceding the holiday.
RTP prices, developed from daily system

cost information, vary depending on such
system conditions as weather and demand.
For example, electricity is less expensive to
produce when hydroelectric power is plenti-
ful, or during times of low demand, such as
late at night or on weekends.

• Temperature threshold T&D price signals:
When forecasted temperatures meet cer-

tain temperature-driven criteria, RTP prices
will include a price component designed to
collect for the additional cost of transmission
and distribution (T&D). These added costs
increase daily prices by a significant amount
There can be up to 25 such days on summer
weekdays, and 25 on winter weekdays.

• Load management price signals:
When forecasted total electrical generation
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~,---------------------------------------~ These prices can be revised for the 7-hr period lasting from noon
to 7 p.m. in order to induce load shifting or curtailment when system
conditions are constrained and energy production costs are high.
These revisions to the RTP prices can occur up to 10 times during the
year, and will occur during the summer season.

!..'
DISCUSSION
In order to plan operational strategies for TES systems, one must

understand the charging patterns of the RTP rate schedule. By plotting
graphs on a daily basis, averaging monthly values, and plotting them
for workdays and weekends, you may see the trends that drive the cost
of electricity.
By plotting average values for the various months, the effect of

seasonal loads becomes evident. Figure 1 depicts the average work-
day daily cost profile for the six summer months. The influence of
T&D days during June, July, and August is clearly visible.
Meanwhile, Figure 2A and Figure 2B show the maximum and

minimum charges for a peak day and for an average low-rate day for
summer and winter. The Figure 2B graph represents the same curves
on a larger scale for the y-axis.
Now let's turn to Figure 3. This depicts the average workday cost

profile for the six winter months. The influence of increased electrical
usage for evening hours during workdays is observed. This explains
why some utilities do apply a winter on-peak period from 5 to 8 p.m.
Figure 4 depicts the average weekend daily cost profiles for the six

summer months.
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AGURE 1: Average workday daily cost profile for six summer months.

reserves and afternoon temperatures meet certain predetermined con-
ditions, the local utility will revise the prices for that day, giving at least
1 hr of notice to the customer. This is the load management price sig-
nal (LMPS), the dispatchable load management component of the RTP
program. The LMPS prices are the highest RTP prices during the year.

Industrial Air has developed two new lines of exceptional vaneaxial
fans which are designed to maximize fan efficiency and minimize fan
sound. The Model 025 direct drive (sizes 18"-60") and Model 026 belt
drive (sizes 12"-60") vaneaxial fans deliver excellent airfoil performance
including benefits such as:

r.> Volumes exceeding 120,000 cfm
C:> Static pressure to 7 in. w.g.
t:;, AMCA certification - for both air and sound

Both vaneaxial fan models feature propellers with a unique
hub design and high strength airfoil blades and are available
with a complete line of options and accessories.

So call us today and discover why new Industrial Air Models
025 and 026 fans should be your choice for demanding
vaneaxial applications. And remember, you. don't have
to shout.

P.O. Box 646 • Lebanon, IN 46052-0646
Phone: (765) 482-0055 • Fax: (765) 482-0350

www.lau-ind.com
~
I,.d_s~rles
"division of Tomkins Industries. Inc.
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FIGURE 2A: Real-time pricing rate schedule, peak and normal range
for summer and winter.
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FIGURE 28: This graph represents the same curves as Figure 2A,
but on a larger scale for the y-axis.

Figure 5 depicts a typical peak-day electrical load profile for a hotel
in the San Francisco area. Superimposed are the corresponding peak-
day RTP charges for that day. Combining the available load with the
cost profile in the most economical manner yields the most savings.
As both vary on a daily basis, calculations to estimate savings

should have a daily basis. We have tried to simplify calculations by
using average monthly costs (as depicted in the graphs) to estimate
savings. We found that when we compared the estimated savings
with savings calculated on a daily basis, the'values were somewhat
over-optimistic.
It is our experience that for more accurate savings calculations, it

is necessary to calculate on an hour-by-hour basis. Actually, the
approach to calculating the savings is somehow reversed. Instead of
using the storage capacity to bridge the on-peak window, we now use

RTP+TES=?

the available storage capacity to shift load
during the most expensive hours. The use of
large spreadsheets with every hour of the
year represented is indicated (8,760 hrs).
The same approach will also be appliedjo

determine the control strategy for TES sjrs-
temsonRTP.

THE EF Eel N TES
Here are some effects RTP will have on

TES.
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• On-peak window eliminated:
One of the advantages that the RTP rate

schedule provides is the elimination of the
window for the on-peak period. This changes
the concept ofTES design considerably.
The governing concept for TES is now to

shift load as much as possible during the
hours when electricity costs are the highest
From Figure 5, it can be seen that the 3 hrs
during summer afternoons are the most
expensive.
Another advantage arises from the fact

that if the demand is blown on a day for
some reason or other, the effect is limited
. to the lost opportunity to achieve savings
for that particular day only. With the TOU
rate schedule, demand savings are lost for
that whole month.

• Storage capacity:
Generally, the storage capacity is deter-

mined by the condition to satisfy full stor-
age, full-demand-period storage, or partial
storage of the peak-cooling load for the facil-
ity. RTP allows more freedom in selecting
the storage capacity.
There is, of course, a minimum capacity

which, for practical purposes, should allow
for a full demand shift of 3 hrs. But after
that, it is really a question of available funds,
available space, chiller charging capacity,
and plain economics. Capacities can now
also be made suitable for certain tank sizes as
long as we shift in hourly chunks.

• Peak capacity:
The heat transfer capability may now

become the limiting factor of the TES sys-
tem. For ice systems, the melting capacity of
the ice and the size of the of the heat
exchanger govern the rate of cooling that
can be supplied to the system. Generally, for
ice systems a 4-hr "melt down" is about the
best possible performance of standard ice
and eutectic salt TES systems.
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FIGURE 3: Average workday daily cost profile for the six winter
months.
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FIGURE 4: Average weekend daily cost profile for the six summer
months.

The chilled-water storage system opens up a new potential advan-
tage. The melt-down concept could be changed to a "pump-down"
concept. The limitation is given by the pump capacity under given
system characteristics.
Theoretically, the largest savings possible on a peak day would be

to empty the tank during the most expensive hour, provided the load
is as great. In practice, it is going to be a 3-hr discharge if the load is
available and the pump capacity sufficient to provide the increased
flow during that period.

• Control sequences:
Due to the nature of the beast (utility rate schedules), it can be

seen that control sequences cannot be placed in a straightjacket any-
more. To achieve the largest savings, the operational sequences must
take into account the hourly rates for the day and the actual cooling
load for that day. Basically, the dominant rule is to "empty" the tank
every day during the hours when energy costs the most.

RTP + TES=?

Control sequences now depend on two variables, the load and
the hourly varying rates. The strategy therefore changes daily. It is
highly likely that a facility applying for RTP rates is a larger con-
.sumer of electric power and some form of energy management sys-
tem (ems) is in place.
At last report, there was at least one facility on an RTP rate sched-

ule and a TES system in the Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) territo-
ry. The method of control sequence is done manually. In other
words, the operators decide when to use up the storage capacity.
It remains to be seen whether it is worth while to develop an opti-

mized computer program that actually controls the sequences. Pre-
dicting the cooling load profile is never an easy task, and it really
depends on actual experience gained at the facility. So it can be
expected that, initially, the operators will develop their own methods
of controlling the TES system.
It may be feasible to develop a relatively easy program that calcu-

lates the most economical starting time based on standard cooling
load profiles that represent typical conditions for the facility.
Inputting the daily RTP rates and then picking the expected cooling
load profile allows the program to determine the optimal starting
time to operate on the tank.
Once temperatures rise due to an "empty" tank, the normal

chiller controls can start to take over cooling duty.

The facility's electrical load profile

determinesif there is an advantage to

change to RTP.Each facility is different,

and only a customized rate comparison

can predict the advantages of RTP.

CONCLUSIONS
Here are some observations and/or conclusions regarding the

effects of RTP on TES:

t/ Know your options for RTP and TOU.
When performing a TES feasibility study, it is essential that the

study also addresses the performance of the TES system under the
normal TOU rate schedule as a partial-storage system. The system
may have to go back to a TOU rate schedule at a later stage. If so, it
is prudent to know in advance how the system performs on the reg-
ular rate schedule.

t/ Perform rate comparisons on hourly basis.
For an accurate comparison between the time-of-use rate schedule

and the RTP rate schedule, it is essential that the costs are calculated on
an hourly basis, just as the original bill is being calculated. A spread-
sheet is required to calculate the costs on an hourly basis, with the RTP
costs per hour as given by the utility for the last 12 billing periods.
The facility's electrical load profile determines if there is an advan-

tage to change to RTP. Each facility is different, and only a cus-
tomized rate comparison can predict the advantages ofRTP.
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V Shift from "window" to "melt down."
The critical factor influencing the design of TES sys-

tems changes from the on-peak period or "window," to
the thermodynamic property of the melt-down capabili-
ty of the system, or the peak-flow capacity in case of a
chilled-water storage system.

V Work at load shedding.
Major savings can be achieved with the RTP rate

schedule if some energy engineering is consciously
applied with the rates on a daily basis. A load-shedding
plan must be developed to see where electrical load can
be shed during those very expensive hours.
As with many things in our complicated world, I

would like to adapt the following proverb to describe
happiness in our field: "Energy efficiency and energy cost
savings are not a destination, but a way of traveling."

Schiess, P.E., G.E.M, is president of KSEngineers (Laiolla;

FIGURE 5: Typical peak day electrical load profile for a hotel in the San '"
Francisco area, with peak summer and winter RTP rates. ...

-------------------------------------- ....
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TES prominent in 1998 ASHRAE awards
Mechanical Engineering Consultants & Energy Engineers

As the International Storage Applications Com-
munique (ITSAC) and the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) are quick to point out, cool stor-
age systems continue to prove their cost effective-
ness and energy efficiency. Proof is in the fact
both ice and chilled-water storage systems figured
prominently in projects receiving ASHRAE Technol-
ogy Awards for 1998.
The following are summaries of winning proj-

ects with thermal storage.
• First place - Commercial buildings:
The Educational Testing Service's campus in NJ.
Submitted by: Wayne S. Evans, The Hiller Group.
The first phase of this project included two office

buildings, each with 105,000 sq ft of office space. A
13,OOo-sq-ft mechanical equipment room in the
basement of one building serves both buildings, and
has the capacity to serve a future third building.
The hvac system uses two 235·ton electric

rotary-screw chillers and a Calmac 16 ice-storage
tank system with a capacity of 1,700 ton-hours,
designed,to provide 20% of the total ton-hours
needed ~-na design cooling day.
The use of ice storage saves operating costs

and allows periodic maintenance of the chiller in
the cooling season. Low-temperature air allowed
smaller ductwork and air handling units to be
installed, which reduced construction and fan
operating costs.
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According to Evans' report,
back of 3.1 years and a lifecy

• Third place - Com
Modified system of the Chet
California. Submitted by Cyn

Kevin Davis of Southland Inlb"""""",,,,,,-.-.nnurr---"""''""lJ"='''''1ifT'''''''llI'="rm:;'07T''n=,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,::tm,...,,...---
Nehzati of Edison Envest.
The building was converted from a manufactur-

ing facility into general office space in 1974. The
six-story building has a total floor area of
1,054,420 sq ft, of which 915,320 needed to be
conditioned. Renovations consisted of adding a
more-efficient chiller and a 1.12 million-gal chilled-
water storage tank to meet the facility's cooling
needs, while shifting most of the energy consump-
tion to off-peak hours.
Most of the light fixtures were also retrofitted,

which produced savings of 1.21 million kWh annu-
ally. A ddc system was installed to control the air
handling units, chiller plant, and TES system.
According to the report, the project resulted in a

29% reduction in energy consumption that saves
$433,130 annually in electric bills.
• First place - Institutional buildings:
New library building within Library Square devel-
opment in Ontario, Canada. Submitted by Blair
Thomas McCarry, Keen Engineering Co.
McCarry designed the hvac system for the

390,00-sq-ft library building. It includes an under-
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drier interior condition to support the preservation
of books, he said.
According to the report, the exposed concrete

ceiling absorbs radiant heat during the day, and on
high cooling days, the fans use outdoor air to
purge the heat during the night. Simulations indi-
cate that the ice storage and low-temperature air
systems should save $250,000 in capital costs and
$20,000 in operating costs annually.
• Second place - Institutional buildings:
Manatee Education Center in Florida. Submitted by
Ross D. Montgomery, Siebe Environmental Controls.
Montgomery designed the bvac system for the

campus that consists of a 103,1l4-sQ-ft elementary
school and a 166,162-sq-ft middle school. Mont-
gomery noted that he selected the ice storage tech-
nology instead of a traditional chiller plant design in
order to decrease the interior humidity level.
According to the report, the system saves

$47,000 annually in energy costs. Because the
local electric utility offered an incentive payment,
the payback is about 1.5 years.


